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JUDGME NT

1. By judgment and order dtd. 29.04.201s passed in G.R case

No.906/2013, the learned Judicial Magistrate L', ciass, Bongaigaon

convicted the accused/appellant pinku Barman sentencing him to
undergo rigorous imprisonment for six months and to pay Rs.1,000/- in
default of simple imprisonment for one month u/s 27g rpc, rigorous

imprisonment for a period of one year u/s 304-4 Ipc and to pay fine of
Rs.500/- in default of simple imprisonment for one month uls 427 rpc.
Being aggrieved and dissatisfied by the said conviction and sentence, the
appellant has carried this appeal challenging the said judgment and order
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of conviction and sentence.

2. The case stands on alregation that the appeilant by riding
the vehicle bearing No.AS-191c-0s32 in rash and negligent manner
knocked down cyclist Taher Ali the elder brother of informant Khusad
Ali who succumbed due to the injury sustained by him.

3. The prosecution case in brief, may be stated as fo[ows:-
on 30.11.2013 at about 3:00 p.M while informant's elder

brother Taher Ali was proceeding towards Bijni by riding bi-cycle and
when reached at Ai Bridge, then the driver of the vehicle bearing No.AS_
19/c-0532 coming in rash and negligent manner knocked down the
cyclist Taher Ali from behind as a result he sustained injuries due to
which died on the spot and cycle was also damaged. Hence, the case was
lodged against the driver of the oil tanker.

4- on receipt of the F.I.R on 01,.12.2013 from Khusad Ali,
Bongaigaon P.s. case No. 601/13 uls 2791304(A)1427Ipc was registered
and laid investigation of the case. After completion of the investigation,
the Investigating officer submitted charge-sheet against the accused
Pinku Barman u/s 279/304(A)/427 IpC.

5. on receiving the charge-sheet, the ld. Judicial Magistrate 1,t
class, Bongaigaon furnished the copies as required u/s 207 ofcrpc to
the accused and on perusar of police report and hearing the learned
counsel for both sides, the learned Judicial Magistrate 1., class,
Bongaigaon explained the particulars of offence to the accused person
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u/s 279/304(A)/427 Ipc to which he pleaded not guilty and claimed to
be tried.

6. The prosecution in order to prove the case against the
accused/appellant examined as many as 9 (nine) witnesses and also
exhibited some documents in support of prosecution allegation while
defence did not adduce evidence of its own. At the conclusion of the

evidence for the prosecution, accused/appellant was examined under

section 313 crPC- He denied all the ailegations brought against him and
declined to adduce evidence.

7. considering the evidence on record the learned Judicial
Magistrate 1" class, Bongaigaon found the accused/appellant pinku

Barman guilty r/s 27g/304(A)/427 Ipc and recorded his conviction and
sentence as indicated above. Being aggrieved by the said judgment and

order the accused/appellant has come up with the present appeal.

B. I have heard the learned counsel appearing on behalf of the
appellant and learned counsel for the state and carefully perused the
evidence on record.

9. The learned counsel appearing for the appellant submitted
that ld. trial court failed to appreciate the evidence on record and
committed erred and illegality by convicting the accused/appellant

without any legal evidence. He also submitted that the learned Magistrate

committed error by convicting the accusediappellant without sufficient,

cogent and reliable evidence and as such the impugned conviction and
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sentence is not legally sound and sustainable in law.

10' Refuting the said argument, advanced by the rd/counsel
appearing for the appellant, the learned counsel for the respondent has
submitted that there is sufficient evidence on record to show that the
accused person driving the vehicle bearing No.AS-1g /c_}s32rashly and
negligently knocked down Taher Ali, as a result he sustained injuries and
died on the spot and as such learned Magistrate committed no error by
recording the conviction and sentence.

11' In order to appreciate the contentions of the ld/counsel for
the parties and to examine the correctness of the impugned judgment and
order, I find it proper to briefly recapitulate the evidence on record as
follows:-

12. pw1 Khusad Ali the informant in his evidence stated that
on the day of accident he received an information over phone that when
his brother was proceeding towards Binji and reached over Aie Bridge,
the vehicle bearing No. AS-1g/c-0532 coming in rash and negrigent
manner knocked down his brother Taher Ali from behind, as a result of
which, his brother died on the spot and thereafter he informed about the
accident to porice. He arso stated that when he along with police searched
the offending vehicre, then they found the vehicle in a jute godown
situated at Binji and then police seized the vehicle in presence of him
wherein he put his signature vide Ext.4(1).

13. pW2 Dr. Ghanashyam

evidence stated that he conducted

Deuri the Medical Officer in his

the autopsy of Taher Ali and
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during examination he found crush injury on left backside of head and
fracture of occipital bone. He stated the cause of death is due to head
injury. He proved the post-mortem report as Ext.3. During cross he stated
that there was no injury on the face and any other pans of the body. He
further stated that if a person falrs down over hard substances crush
injury can not take place and the injury sustained by the deceased can
take place if something heavy articre falls over the head.

1,4- Pw3 Md. Khadem Ari stated that he only heard that Taher
Ali met with an accident but he had not seen the accident.

15. PW4 Ajir Biswas deposed that

towards home came to know that an accident

and except that he knew nothing.

while he was proceeding

took place over Aie Bridge

H*-

16. pw5 Amzad Ali testified that on the day of accident about
3:00 P.M while he along with Fajrul Islam (pw6) were coming towards
Bongaigaon from Binji and reached over Aie Bridge, at that time a Mini
Truck loaded with jute was coming towards Binji in which direction
deceased Taher Ali was also proceeding by bi-cycle. In the mean time he
had seen that the Mini rruck knocked down Taher Ali. seeing the
accident though they tried to stop the vehicle but the driver did not
comply. He further stated that he note down the number of the vehicle
though he did not remember. Then they came near the injured and found
him dead. Police took the dead body therefrom and later on they caught
the vehicle near jute godown at Bijni and in his presence, police seized
the vehicle vide seizure list Ext.4. This witness also clarified that he had
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seen the accused driving the vehicle on the day of accident. He denied
the suggestion that at the time of accident he was not overAie Bridge.

1,7. pw6 Fazrul Isram categoricalry stated that on the day of
accident at abour 3:30 p.M, when he along with pw5 Amzad Ali were
coming back from Binji, at that time, he had seen that over Aie Bridge a

Mini rruck loaded with jute knocked down the cyclist coming in the
same direction. He had seen the accident from about 50 meters away. He
further deposed that he had seen the accused driving the said vehicle
bearing No. As-1g/c-0s32. Due to the accident the injured Taher Ali
died on the spot. After the accident police came there and on informing
the number of the vehicle, police asked them about the direction the
vehicle proceeded. Accordingly, he had shown the way by which the
offending Mini rruck proceeded. After that police along with them
proceeded to catch the vehicle and found the vehicle at jute godown
situated at Binji. police seized the vehicle vide Ext.4. During cross he
stated that at the place of occurrence no other was there and later on
many persons gathered there.

18. pw7 Mustab Ali only heard that Thher Ali died in an
accident occurred over Aie Bridge.

19. PwB Ajit Kr. Ray the Investigating officer in his evidence
stated that on 30.11.2013 at 3:30 p.M on receipt of information that an

accident occurred over Aie Bridge near Rakhaldubi he made the GD
Entry No.116B dtd. 30.11.13 and on being asked to enquire the matter, he
along with other staffs visited the place of occurrence, recorded the
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statement of the witnesses, drew the sketch map of the place of
occurrence, seized the cycle of the deceased and gave zimma of the bi_
cycle to the brother of the deceased Khusad Ali. He further stated that
on receipt of information about the offending vehicle, he rushed to Binli
and found the vehicre at Bijni to\,vn near Dulal,s Jute godown as shown
by Amzad Ali (Pws). Accordingly, he seized the vehicle bearing No. AS-
19/c-0s32 and brought the vehicre to Bongaigaon p.s arong with the
accused. In the mean time the injured died in hospitar. on next day on
receipt of an F.I.R from Khusad Ali, he went to Bongaigaon civil
Hospitar where the dead body was sent for post-mortem examination
after the inquest was done. During course of investigation, he seized the
documents of the vehicres, arrested the accused driver of the vehicle No.
As-19/c-0532, colrected the MvI report of the offending vehicle and the
post-mortem report of the deceased and at the close of investigation
submitted charge-sheet (Ext.7) against the accused pinku Barman u/s
279/304-A lpc- During cross he stated that though pws and pw6 had
not stated the number of the vehicle but they identified the vehicre who
had seen the accused driving the vehicre. Moreovea pw5 Amzad Ali and
PwG Fazrur Isram foilowed the vehicle and got updated them over
phone. He denied the suggestion that he failed to apprehend the real
culprit and submitted charge-sheet against one innocent.

20' PWg Aiit Kr. Ray deposed that he is the regisrered owner of
truck bearing No. As-lg/c-0s82. He admitted that about B / gmonths
ago the accident occurred and he was the bailor of his driver pinku
Barman vide bail bond Ext.
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21. From the evidence on record, it reveals that pw1 the
informant is not an eye witness of the accident while pWS and pW6 are
the eye witnesses. pwS and pw6 categorically stated that on the day of
accident at about 3:30 p.M, when they were coming back from Binji, at
that time, they had seen that over Aie Bridge a Mini Truck loaded with
jute knocked down a cyclist going in the same direction and due to the
accident the cyclist died on the spot. seeing the accident *h.n they tried
to stop the vehicle, could not succeed but smartly pw6 note down the
number of the vehicre and both of them had seen the accused driving the
offending mini truck. After the accident, when police came there, pw5
informed the number of the vehicle to police and on asking by the police
about the direction of the vehicle proceeded, they had shown the
direction and then along with police when they proceeded to catch the
vehicle, found it at jute godown situated at Binji where police seized the
vehicle vide Ext.4. The evidence of the pw8 (Investigating officer) also
coruoborated with the evidence of pwS and pw6 that he was updated
about the vehicle whereby proceeded and found the vehicle at jute
godown situated at Bijni and thereafter he seized the vehicle and arso
arrested the accused. And none other than the owner of the vehicle during
deposition admitted that an accident occurred about B / 9 months ago and
he was the bailor of the accused driver.

22. From the evidence of pws it is clear that an accident
occurred over'Aie Bridge' and the deceased cyclist died on the spot due
to the injuries sustained by him. From evidence of pws it is arso clear cut
that after the accident though the offending vehicle ran away from the
place of occurrence but the eye witnesses clearly recognized the
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offending vehicle arong with the driver of the vehicre and on the same
day of accident police with the herp of eye wirnesses pwS and pw6
recovered the vehicle at a jute godown situated at Bijni and also arrested
the driver of the offending vehicle.

23' The evidence of the owner (pwg) of the Mini rruck
bearing No.As-lg /c-0s32 who is the best person to say who had driven
his vehicle at the relevant time admitted the alleged accident by this
vehicle and that the accused was his driver. Thus, it revears that death of
the deceased in the alreged accident and identity of the driver and the
vehicle is established. Now, what is seen from the evidence of eye
witness PwS and pw6 is that the truck loaded with jute knocked down
the deceased cyclist over Aie Bridge while going in same direction. But
there is no iota of evidence under that circumstances the vehicle hit the
deceased. In this case, evidence of driving in speed or rashness or
negligence is totally absent. Though it is in the evidence that after the
accident, the truck ran away but merery because the driver with the
vehicle ran away from the spot immediately after the incident, it could
not be said that he musr had been driving rashry and negrigently. It is
well settled that simply because an accident happened which resulted
injury or death to somebody cannot be taken that the driver of the vehicle
involved in the accident is guilty of the crime. It is for the prosecution to
establish the guilt of the accused beyond reasonable doubt the rashness
and negligence and that such rashness and negligence was responsible
for the accident and consequent the injury or death. Mere suspicion from
the circumstances that the incident occurred in a particurar way may not
be sufficient. There must be direct nexus between the death and the rash
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or negligent act. There is no presumption of negligence for the mere fact
that a man is knocked down and killed by a motorist. But in the case in
hand, there is no evidence as to whether the vehicle knocked the cyclist
from behind or both the vehicre and cycrist goes side by side. There was
no other vehicle in the bridge at that time. Had pw5 and pw6 saw the
accident, they certainly had seen the actual position but they remained
silent in that respect. The Ld/ court below did not appreciate the
evidence in proper perspective and convicted the accused under
impression that many things which was not found in the evidence are

established. In the above, it cannot be held to be proved beyond
reasonable doubt that the accused by driving the vehicle rashly or
negligently knocked the deceased so as to sustain conviction. The
appellant is entitled to the benefit of doubt.

24. Therefore, the appeal is allowed. The conviction and
sentence passed by the Learned Judicial Magistrate, 1,, crass,
Bongaigaon is set aside. Accused / appellant is found not guilty and
acquitted accordingly. Be set him at liberty forthwith. Send back the LCR
to the Ld/Court below along with a copy of this judgment.

25. Given under my hand and seal of the court on this the fr
day of December,2017 at Bongaigaon.

Dictated qnd Corrected by me,

, ) ,.'\{ /. ,.yYZt\
(1. Borman)

Sessions Judge,

Wfri."i.dr.
BrB$t&Pse

1'l /'l- -.\1-'r r\u
(1. Borman)

Sessions Judge,
,g&,#gjgge.*s*.
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